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KEY=RAPH - CAROLYN MARQUES
THE HEBREW BOOK
AN HISTORICAL SURVEY
Jerusalem : Keter Publishing House Jerusalem This volume is primarily based on the monumental Encyclopedia Judaica
which was published in 1972 in Jerusalem. Throughout the 16 volumes of that immense work, the story of the Hebrew
book is scattered, and its constituent parts are presented, as is ﬁtting, in an encyclopedia manner. For the purpose of
this book, all that information was gathered, re-edited and re-organized to present this fascinating subject to the
reader in a form which, to quote the biblical phrase about an early piece of Hebrew writing, is "plain upon the tables,
that a man may read it swiftly." Clearly, the present editors are entirely responsible for the material as it appears in
this volume.

TWICE AS HARD
NAVIGATING BLACK STEREOTYPES AND CREATING SPACE FOR SUCCESS
Dorling Kindersley Ltd Success knows no colour, unless you are Black, in which case you better be prepared to work
Twice as Hard to achieve and progress your career. Twice As Hard is an exploration of Black identity in the working
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world and a blueprint for success. Readers will learn what obstacles limit opportunity for Black professional progress,
how to understand and overcome racial stereotypes, be productive, ﬁnd purpose and ultimately succeed in business.
Featuring tips on entrepreneurship, as well as insights from famous and successful people spanning a range of
careers, this is an inspiring business book that highlights the positive progress made in recent years, and equips
individuals and businesses with the tools they need to progress.

THEORY OF FUN FOR GAME DESIGN
"O'Reilly Media, Inc." Now in full color, the 10th anniversary edition of this classic book takes you deep into the
inﬂuences that underlie modern video games, and examines the elements they share with traditional games such as
checkers. At the heart of his exploration, veteran game designer Raph Koster takes a close look at the concept of fun
and why it’s the most vital element in any game. Why do some games become boring quickly, while others remain fun
for years? How do games serve as fundamental and powerful learning tools? Whether you’re a game developer,
dedicated gamer, or curious observer, this illustrated, fully updated edition helps you understand what drives this
major cultural force, and inspires you to take it further. You’ll discover that: Games play into our innate ability to seek
patterns and solve puzzles Most successful games are built upon the same elements Slightly more females than males
now play games Many games still teach primitive survival skills Fictional dressing for modern games is more developed
than the conceptual elements Truly creative designers seldom use other games for inspiration Games are beginning to
evolve beyond their prehistoric origins

TRENDS IN INTELLIGENT ROBOTICS, AUTOMATION, AND MANUFACTURING
FIRST INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE, IRAM 2012, KUALA LUMPUR, MALAYSIA, NOVEMBER 28-30, 2012,
PROCEEDINGS
Springer This book constitutes the proceedings of the First International Conference on Intelligent Robotics and
Manufacturing, IRAM 2012, held in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia, in November 2012. The 64 revised full papers included in
this volume were carefully reviewed and selected from 102 initial submissions. The papers are organized in topical
sections named: mobile robots, intelligent autonomous systems, robot vision and robust, autonomous agents, micro,
meso and nano-scale automation and assembly, ﬂexible manufacturing systems, CIM and micro-machining, and
fabrication techniques.
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FEAR AND LOATHING IN LAS VEGAS
A SAVAGE JOURNEY TO THE HEART OF THE AMERICAN DREAM
Vintage 50th Anniversary Edition • With an introduction by Caity Weaver, acclaimed New York Times journalist This
cult classic of gonzo journalism is the best chronicle of drug-soaked, addle-brained, rollicking good times ever
committed to the printed page. It is also the tale of a long weekend road trip that has gone down in the annals of
American pop culture as one of the strangest journeys ever undertaken. Also a major motion picture directed by Terry
Gilliam, starring Johnny Depp and Benicio del Toro.

CBD
WHAT DOES THE SCIENCE SAY?
MIT Press A comprehensive review of the scientiﬁc literature on the possible beneﬁts of CBD, describing ﬁndings from
both preclinical and human clinical studies. CBD (cannabidiol), a nonintoxicating compound derived from the cannabis
plant, can be found in products ranging from lotion and smoothies to chewable gummies and pet treats. It’s been
promoted—but not always scientiﬁcally validated—as a treatment for medical conditions including psychosis, anxiety,
pain, and even cancer. This book by three leading cannabis researchers looks at the science of CBD. It oﬀers a
comprehensive review of the scientiﬁc literature on the possible beneﬁts of CBD, describing ﬁndings from both
preclinical and human clinical studies. The authors report that the current CBD fad has some basis in preclinical animal
research that indicates potential beneﬁcial eﬀects. Clinical studies, hampered by regulations governing research with
cannabis, have lagged behind the basic animal research. The authors examine what research shows about chemical
and pharmacological aspects of CBD and CBD’s interaction with THC, the main psychotropic compound found in
cannabis. They go on to review current state of knowledge about CBD’s eﬀectiveness in treating epilepsy, cancer,
nausea, pain, anxiety, PTSD, depression, sleep disorders, psychosis, and addiction.

A WAY OUT OF NO WAY
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A MEMOIR OF TRUTH, TRANSFORMATION, AND THE NEW AMERICAN STORY
Penguin On the heels of his historic election to the United States Senate, Raphael G. Warnock shares his remarkable
spiritual and personal journey. “Sparkling… a narrative of an extraordinary life, from impoverished beginnings in
Savannah to his arrival on Capitol Hill. Along the way, he reﬂects with considerable candor and insight on the meaning
and importance of faith, truth-telling and political and social redemption.”—The New York Times Book Review “A
compelling, insightful memoir that details an extraordinary journey.” —Bryan Stevenson Senator Reverend Raphael G.
Warnock occupies a singular place in American life. As senior pastor of Atlanta’s Ebenezer Baptist Church, and now as
a senator from Georgia, he is the rare voice who can call out the uncomfortable truths that shape contemporary
American life and, at a time of division, summon us all to a higher moral ground. Senator Warnock grew up in the
Kayton Homes housing projects in Savannah, the eleventh of twelve children. His dad was a World War II veteran, and
as a teenager his mom picked tobacco and cotton in rural Georgia. Both were Pentecostal preachers. After graduating
from Morehouse College, Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.’s alma mater, Senator Warnock studied for a decade at Union
Theological Seminary while serving at Harlem’s Abyssinian Baptist Church. At thirty-ﬁve, he became the senior pastor
at Ebenezer, where Dr. King had preached and served. In January 2021, Senator Warnock won a runoﬀ election that
ﬂipped control of the Senate at one of the most pivotal moments in recent American history. He is the ﬁrst Black
senator from Georgia, only the eleventh Black senator in American history, and just the second Black senator from the
South since Reconstruction. As he said in his maiden speech from the well of the senate, Senator Warnock’s
improbable journey reﬂects the ongoing toggle between the pain and promise of the American story. A powerful
preacher and a leading voice for voting rights and democracy, Senator Warnock has a once-in-a-generation gift to
inspire and lead us forward. A Way Out of No Way tells his remarkable story for the ﬁrst time.

CONGO BASIN HYDROLOGY, CLIMATE, AND BIOGEOCHEMISTRY
A FOUNDATION FOR THE FUTURE
John Wiley & Sons New scientiﬁc discoveries in the Congo Basin as a result of international collaborations The Congo is
the world’s second largest river basin and home to 120 million people. Understanding the cycling of water, sediments,
and nutrients is important as the region faces climatic and anthropogenic change. Congo Basin Hydrology, Climate,
and Biogeochemistry: A Foundation for the Future explores variations in and inﬂuences on rainfall, hydrology and
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hydraulics, and sediment and carbon dynamics. It features contributions from experts in the region and their
international collaborators. Volume highlights include: New in-situ and remotely sensed measurements and model
results Use of historic data to assess precipitation and hydrologic changes Exploration of water exchange between
wetlands and rivers Biogeochemical processes in the Congo’s forests and wetlands A scientiﬁc foundation for
hydrologic resource management in the region Studies from diﬀerent parts of the Congo river and its adjoining basins
This book is available in English and French. The American Geophysical Union promotes discovery in Earth and space
science for the beneﬁt of humanity. Its publications disseminate scientiﬁc knowledge and provide resources for
researchers, students, and professionals.

INVESTORS CHRONICLE
ANGELS' BLOOD
BOOK 1
Hachette UK Vampire hunter Elena Deveraux knows she's the best - but she doesn't know if she's good enough for this
job. Hired by the dangerously beautiful Archangel Raphael, a being so lethal that no mortal wants his attention, only
one thing is clear - failure is not an option ... even if the task she's been set is impossible. Because this time, it's not a
wayward vamp she has to track. It's an archangel gone bad. The job will put Elena in the midst of a killing spree like no
other ... and pull her to the razor's edge of passion. Even if the hunt doesn't destroy her, succumbing to Raphael's
seductive touch just may. Because when archangels play, mortals break ...

BASIC PRINCIPLES OF CURRICULUM AND INSTRUCTION
University of Chicago Press In 1949, a small book had a big impact on education. In just over one hundred pages, Ralph
W. Tyler presented the concept that curriculum should be dynamic, a program under constant evaluation and revision.
Curriculum had always been thought of as a static, set program, and in an era preoccupied with student testing, he
oﬀered the innovative idea that teachers and administrators should spend as much time evaluating their plans as they
do assessing their students. Since then, Basic Principles of Curriculum and Instruction has been a standard reference
for anyone working with curriculum development. Although not a strict how-to guide, the book shows how educators
can critically approach curriculum planning, studying progress and retooling when needed. Its four sections focus on
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setting objectives, selecting learning experiences, organizing instruction, and evaluating progress. Readers will come
away with a ﬁrm understanding of how to formulate educational objectives and how to analyze and adjust their plans
so that students meet the objectives. Tyler also explains that curriculum planning is a continuous, cyclical process, an
instrument of education that needs to be ﬁne-tuned. This emphasis on thoughtful evaluation has kept Basic Principles
of Curriculum and Instruction a relevant, trusted companion for over sixty years. And with school districts across the
nation working feverishly to align their curriculum with Common Core standards, Tyler's straightforward
recommendations are sound and eﬀective tools for educators working to create a curriculum that integrates national
objectives with their students' needs.

AGING ACROSS CULTURES
GROWING OLD IN THE NON-WESTERN WORLD
Springer Nature This volume brings together chapters about aging in many non-Western cultures, from Africa and Asia
to South America, from American Indians to Australian and Hawaii Aboriginals. It also includes articles on other issues
of aging, such as falling, dementia, and elder abuse. It was thought that in Africa or Asia, elders were revered and
taken care of. This certainly used to be the case. But the Western way has moved into these places, and we now ﬁnd
that elders are often left on their own or in institutions, as younger people have migrated to other cities and even
countries. Grandparents often ﬁnd themselves being parents to their grandchildren, a far cry from the kind of life they
believed they would have as they aged. This book will explore all these issues and will be of use to students and
researchers in this relatively new ﬁeld.

GRAMOPHONE
THE LOST WORLD OF BRITISH COMMUNISM
Verso Books A fascinating account of life as a member of the Communist Party of Great Britain The Lost World of
British Communism is a vivid account of the Communist Party of Great Britain. Raphael Samuel, one of post-war
Britain’s most notable historians, draws on novels of the period and childhood recollections of London’s East End, as
well as memoirs and Party archives, to evoke the world of British Communism in the 1940s. Samuel conjures up the era
when the movement was at the height of its political and theoretical power, brilliantly bringing to life an age in which
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the Communist Party enjoyed huge prestige as a bulwark for the struggles against fascism and colonialism.

PC MAG
PCMag.com is a leading authority on technology, delivering Labs-based, independent reviews of the latest products
and services. Our expert industry analysis and practical solutions help you make better buying decisions and get more
from technology.

USING GOVERNMENT INFORMATION SOURCES
ELECTRONIC AND PRINT
Greenwood Publishing Group Updates the bestselling Oryx information guide with many more print and Internet
resources.

VASARI'S LIVES OF THE ARTISTS
GIOTTO, MASACCIO, FRA FILIPPO LIPPI, BOTTICELLI, LEONARDO, RAPHAEL, MICHELANGELO, TITIAN
Courier Corporation One of the principal resources for study of Italian Renaissance art and artists, Vasari's Lives oﬀers
colorful, detailed portraits of the era's most representative ﬁgures. This single-volume edition spotlights eight
prominent artists.

BLOOD DUEL
Penguin Unable to read about his bloody exploits in the newspaper, serial killer Jeeter Frost ﬁnds a teacher to help
him, while the townsfolk of Coﬃn Varnish, hoping to cash in on his infamy, put his victims on display, to which he
strongly and violently objects. Original.

CONFRONTING THE INTERNET'S DARK SIDE
Cambridge University Press This book outlines social and moral guidelines to combat violent, hateful, and illegal
activity on the Internet.
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HEBREW MYTHS
THE BOOK OF GENESIS
Rosetta Books The I, Claudius author’s “lightning sharp interpretations and insights . . . are here brought to bear with
equal eﬀectiveness on the Book of Genesis” (Kirkus Reviews). This is a comprehensive look at the stories that make up
the Old Testament and the Jewish religion, including the folk tales, apocryphal texts, midrashes, and other little-known
documents that the Old Testament and the Torah do not include. In this exhaustive study, Robert Graves provides a
fascinating account of pre-Biblical texts that have been censored, suppressed, and hidden for centuries, and which
now emerge to give us a clearer view of Hebrew myth and religion than ever. Venerable classicist and historian Robert
Graves recounts the ancient Hebrew stories, both obscure and familiar, with a rich sense of storytelling, culture, and
spirituality. This book is sure to be riveting to students of Jewish or Judeo-Christian history, culture, and religion.

SOMEONE WHO WILL LOVE YOU IN ALL YOUR DAMAGED GLORY
STORIES
Vintage Written with all the scathing dark humor that is a hallmark of BoJack Horseman, Raphael Bob-Waksberg
delivers a fabulously oﬀ-beat collection of short stories about love—the best and worst thing in the universe.
Featuring: • A young engaged couple forced to deal with interfering relatives dictating the appropriate number of
ritual goat sacriﬁces for their wedding. • A pair of lonely commuters who ride the subway in silence, forever, eternally
failing to make that longed-for contact. • A struggling employee at a theme park of U.S. presidents who discovers that
love can’t be genetically modiﬁed. And ﬁfteen more tales of humor, romance, whimsy, cultural commentary, and
crushing emotional vulnerability.

THE MAN EATERS OF TSAVO
AND OTHER EAST AFRICAN ADVENTURES
Cosimo, Inc. The story is familiar to movie fans-the horrifying tale of the 1907 book The Man-Eaters of Tsavo has been
retold by Hollywood many times, most recently in the 1996 ﬁlm The Ghost and the Darkness-but hearing it directly
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from the source remains a thrill.Patterson, a natural storyteller, immerses us in the horror of the workers' fear and his
own attempts to track the beast, which eventually would kill 140 people before Patterson took them out.This real-life
escapade will rivet fans of adventure ﬁction and nonﬁction alike.Anglo-Irish hunter JOHN HENRY PATTERSON
(1867-1947) was an oﬃcer in the British army when he was commissioned by the British East Africa Company to
oversee the construction of a railway bridge in Kenya. Just after he arrived in Africa, a pair of rogue male lions-animals
that do not typically attack humans-began preying on the railroad workers, killing them viciously and consuming their
corpses.

THE RACIST MIND
PORTRAITS OF AMERICAN NEO-NAZIS AND KLANSMEN
Penguin Books Portraits of American Neo-Nazis and Klansmen.

DESIGNING VIRTUAL WORLDS
New Riders A comprehensive resource on the principles and techniques of virtual world design and programming
covers everything from MUDS to MMOs and MMORPGs, explaining how virtual worlds work, creating games for multiple
users, and the underlying design principles of online games. Original. (Advanced)

THE HISTORY OF THE UNIVERSITY OF OXFORD: THE EARLY OXFORD SCHOOLS
Oxford University Press This volume is primarily concerned with the establishment of the University in the twelfth and
thirteenth centuries and the development of its studies in the high age of scholasticism, up to the great philosophical
debate between William of Ockham and his Mertonian opponents in the fourteenth century. Contributors: R. W.
Southern, M. B. Hackett, C. H. Lawrence, J. I. Catto, M. W. Sheehan, J. R. L. Highﬁeld, T. H Aston, R. Faith, J. M.
Fletcher, P. O. Lewry, J. A. Weisheipl, J. L. Barton, L. E. Boyle, Jean Dunbabin.

CLARISS. IURISCON. ANGELI DE VBALDIS PERUSINI, ACUTISSIMA COMMENTARIA. ADNOTATIONIBUS
DOCTISSIMORUM IURISCONSULTORUM PRAECIPUE FRANCISCIJ CURTIJ ILLUSTRATA, ATQUE AB INFINITIS
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MENDIS QUIBUS VNDIQUE SCATEBANT, NUNC RECENS VINDICATA, & GENUINAE LECTIONI VERE RESTITUTA,
STUDIO, & INDUSTRIA IOAN. FRANCISCI PELLICERII IURISCONSULTI ERUDITISSIMI, & CIUIS TAURINENSIS. ...
CLARISS. IURISCON. ANGELI DE VBALDIS PERUSINI, IN PRIMAM DIGESTI VETRIS PARTEM ACUTISSIMA
COMMENTARIA ..
PHILLIPS' SCIENCE OF DENTAL MATERIALS - E-BOOK
Elsevier Health Sciences Learn the most up-to-date information on materials used in the dental oﬃce and laboratory
today. Emphasizing practical, clinical use, as well as the physical, chemical, and biological properties of materials, this
leading reference helps you stay current in this very important area of dentistry. This new full-color edition also
features an extensive collection of new clinical photographs to better illustrate the topics and concepts discussed in
each chapter. Organization of chapters and content into four parts (General Classes and Properties of Dental Materials;
Auxiliary Dental Materials; Direct Restorative Materials; and Indirect Restorative Materials) presents the material in a
logical and eﬀective way for better comprehension and readability. Balance between materials science and
manipulation bridges the gap of knowledge between dentists and lab technicians. Major emphasis on biocompatibility
serves as a useful guide for clinicians and educators on material safety. Distinguished contributor pool lends credibility
and experience to each topic discussed. Critical thinking questions appearing in boxes throughout each chapter
stimulate thinking and encourage classroom discussion of key concepts and principles. Key terms presented at the
beginning of each chapter helps familiarize readers with key terms so you may better comprehend text material. NEW!
Full color illustrations and line art throughout the book make text material more clear and vivid. NEW! Chapter on
Emerging Technologies keeps you up to date on the latest materials in use. NEW! Larger trim size allows the text to
have fewer pages and makes the content easier to read.

BILLBOARD
In its 114th year, Billboard remains the world's premier weekly music publication and a diverse digital, events, brand,
content and data licensing platform. Billboard publishes the most trusted charts and oﬀers unrivaled reporting about
the latest music, video, gaming, media, digital and mobile entertainment issues and trends.
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CALIFORNIA REAL ESTATE
GRAPHENE AND ITS DERIVATIVES
SYNTHESIS AND APPLICATIONS
BoD – Books on Demand Graphene and its derivatives are potential nanomaterials currently being widely investigated
for diverse applications due to its exceptional mechanical, electrical, physical, and chemical properties. Examples of
the applications include drug delivery, shape memory polymers, gene delivery, biosensor, tissue engineering, ﬂexible
electronic devices, antibacterial composites, photovoltaic devices, and physical sensors. Its excellent properties can be
used to develop smart nanomaterials with enhanced properties for various advanced applications. There is no doubt
that graphene-based nanomaterials are helping to develop next generation technologies with enhancing properties to
change people's lifestyles. This book provides an overview of recent research and development of synthesis of
graphene and its applications.

LATERAL FLOW IMMUNOASSAY
Springer Science & Business Media Due to the simplicity, relative accuracy, fast result reporting, and user-friendliness
of lateral ﬂow immunoassay, its use has undergone tremendous growth in the diagnostic industry in the last few years.
Such technology has been utilized widely and includes pregnancy and woman's health determination, cardiac and
emergency conditions monitoring and testing, infectious disease including Flu screening, cancer marker screening, and
drugs abuse testing. This book covers the scope of utilization, the principle of the technology, the patent concerns,
information on the development and production of the test device and speciﬁc applications will be of interest to the
diagnostic industry and the general scientiﬁc community.

THE LAST ARROW
SAVE NOTHING FOR THE NEXT LIFE
WaterBrook Before You Die, Live the Life You Were Born To Live. When you come to the end of your days, you will not
measure your life based on success and failures. All of those will eventually blur together into a single memory called
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“life.” What will give you solace is a life with nothing left undone. One that’s been lived with relentless ambition, a
heart on ﬁre, and with no regrets. On the other hand, what will haunt you until your ﬁnal breath is who you could have
been but never became and what you could have done but never did. The Last Arrow is your roadmap to a life that
deﬁes odds and alters destinies. Discover the attributes of those who break the gravitational pull of mediocrity as
cultural pioneer and thought leader Erwin McManus examines the characteristics of individuals who risked everything
for a life they could only imagine. Imagine living the life you were convinced was only a dream. We all begin this life
with a quiver full of arrows. Now the choice is yours. Will you cling to your arrows or risk them all, opting to live until
you have nothing left to give? Time is short. Pick up The Last Arrow and begin the greatest quest of your life.

SATURDAY REVIEW
THEATRES OF MEMORY
PAST AND PRESENT IN CONTEMPORARY CULTURE
Verso Books When Theatres of Memory was ﬁrst published in 1994, it transformed the debate about what is to be
considered history and questioned the role of “heritage” that lies at the heart of every Western nation’s obsession
with the past. Today, in the age of Downton Abbey and Mad Men, we are once again conjuring historical ﬁctions to
make sense of our everyday lives. In this remarkable book, Samuel looks at the many diﬀerent ways we use the
“unoﬃcial knowledge” of the past. Considering such varied areas as the fashion for “retroﬁtting,” the rise of family
history, the joys of collecting old photographs, the allure of reenactment societies and televised adaptations of
Dickens, Samuel transforms our understanding of the uses of history. He shows us that history is a living practice,
something constantly being reassessed in the world around us.

THE ANTI-BOOK
Penguin "Mickey ﬁnds a book that promises to erase whatever is written in it, and after ﬁlling the page with all the
things and people he dislikes, he ﬁnds himself in the anti-world where everything familiar is gone"--

SCION: A SECURE INTERNET ARCHITECTURE
Springer This book describes the essential components of the SCION secure Internet architecture, the ﬁrst architecture
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designed foremost for strong security and high availability. Among its core features, SCION also provides route
control, explicit trust information, multipath communication, scalable quality-of-service guarantees, and eﬃcient
forwarding. The book includes functional speciﬁcations of the network elements, communication protocols among
these elements, data structures, and conﬁguration ﬁles. In particular, the book oﬀers a speciﬁcation of a working
prototype. The authors provide a comprehensive description of the main design features for achieving a secure
Internet architecture. They facilitate the reader throughout, structuring the book so that the technical detail gradually
increases, and supporting the text with a glossary, an index, a list of abbreviations, answers to frequently asked
questions, and special highlighting for examples and for sections that explain important research, engineering, and
deployment features. The book is suitable for researchers, practitioners, and graduate students who are interested in
network security.

THE INVESTOR'S MONTHLY MANUAL
ROME'S ECONOMIC REVOLUTION
Oxford University Press Kay examines the economic change in Rome between the Second Punic War and the middle of
the ﬁrst century BC. He focuses on how the increased inﬂow of bullion and expansion of the availability of credit
resulted in real per capita economic growth in the Italian peninsula, radically changing the composition and scale of
the Roman economy.

PERFECT DAYS
Random House The path to true love rarely runs smoothly... Teo, a medical student, meets Clarice at a party. Teo
doesn’t really like people, they’re too messy, but he immediately realises that he and Clarice are meant to be together.
And if Clarice doesn’t accept that? Well, they just need to spend some time together, and she’ll come to realise that
too. And yes, he has bought handcuﬀs and yes, he has taken her prisoner and yes, he is lying to her mother and to his
mother and to the people at the hotel he’s keeping her at, but it’s all for her own good. She’ll understand. She’ll fall in
love. She’ll settle down and be his loving wife. Won’t she?
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RAPHAEL
THE DRAWING
-This book will accompany a 'once in a generation' show, the like of which has not been seen for over thirty years The
Ashmolean Museum and the Albertina are collaborating on a two-part exhibition project that will examine anew the
role and the signiﬁcance of drawing in Raphael's career. The Ashmolean holds the greatest collection of Raphael
drawings in the world, and the Albertina is the custodian of a major collection including some of the most beautiful and
important of the artist's sketches. Taken together, the two collections provide extraordinary resources that, ampliﬁed
by carefully-selected international loans, will allow us to transform our understanding of the art of Raphael. The Oxford
exhibition is based on new research by Dr Catherine Whistler of the Ashmolean Museum and Dr Ben Thomas from the
University of Kent, in collaboration with Dr Achim Gnann of the Albertina. It will take Raphael's art of drawing as its
focus, with the concept of eloquence as its underlying structure. Oratory runs as a linking thread in Raphael's
drawings, which stand out for the importance given to the study of gestures, facial expressions, and drapery.
Moreover, Raphael treated the expressive ﬁgure of the orator - poet, philosopher, muse, apostle, saint or sibyl - in
fascinating and signiﬁcant ways throughout his life. This selection of drawings demonstrates how Raphael created a
speciﬁc mode of visual invention and persuasive communication through drawing. He used drawing both as conceptual
art (including brainstorming sheets) and as a practice based on attentive observation (such as drawing from the posed
model). Yet Raphael's drawings also reveal how the process of drawing in itself, with its gestural rhythms and
spontaneity, can be a form of thought, generating new ideas. The Oxford exhibition will present drawings that span
Raphael's entire career, encompassing many of his major projects and exploring his visual language from inventive
ideas to full compositions. The extraordinary range of drawings by Raphael in the Ashmolean and the Albertina,
enhanced by appropriate loans, will enable this exhibition to cast new light on this familiar artist, transforming our
understanding of Raphael's art. This book preludes a major exhibition, which will run from June to September 2017,
with a range of events happening throughout this time.
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